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The Construction and Engineering Global Business Unit (CEGBU) of Oracle is the world’s

leading project and portfolio management software organization. Since 1983, we have

provided the software foundation that enables all types of businesses to achieve

excellence in managing their portfolios, programs, projects and resources. The

development group in the CEGBU is focused on developing enterprise-level solutions for

our customers in project- intensive industries worldwide. We leverage agile development

methods to facilitate the development of our products; our practices include empowered

teams, continuous build and integration, regular reviews, and a heavy emphasis on testing early

and often. We offer a highly collaborative and dynamic environment, as well as a great

mix of project management and software engineering opportunities.

Working as part of a development team, you will be called upon to analyze problems,

suggest and assess multiple alternative solutions, and develop high-quality industry leading

software. BS in Computer Science, Information Systems, or other related field, is required.

The ability to work effectively in a fast-paced team environment is essential. Ideal candidates

have a passion for the software development field and actively stay on top of technology

trends and best practices. An Applications Engineer works as part of a cross-functional

development team to deliver the next releases of our enterprise project and portfolio

management products. Ability to quickly grasp and communicate technical, business, and

design information is preferred. 

We require the candidate to perform the following:

Analyze, design, develop, troubleshoot, coding, unit testing and debug software programs.
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Write design documentation.

Acts as an individual contributor as well as a team member.

Usually works with little supervision, conferring with superiors on unusual or complex matters.

Assignments are broad in nature, usually requiring originality and Ingenuity. 

Provide guidance, assistance, and technical leadership to lower-level software Engineers on

more complex/large projects 

Interacts internally/externally on an as-needed basis to exchange information

Evaluate new technology that could improve our products and processes

Career Level - IC3

Job Qualifications

Java (core and EE), object-oriented design, design patterns

Proficient user of Linux operating system

Excellent written and oral communication skills as well as relationship building 

Experience in SOAP Services and REST APIs

Experience with development tools such as Eclipse, GIT, jUnit, YourKit, Postman, Hibernate 

Oracle Database programming including Database design, Oracle SQL and PL/SQL

Need to have concept of micro services – benefits, limitations, challenges

Familiarity of CI/CD and development best practices, especially around automation and testing

Experience with cloud platforms, cloud technologies/deployments and cloud Native

architecture

Experience with docker and container management platforms (ECS, Kubernetes, etc) a plus

Collaborate with teams to achieve project outcomes.

Collaborate closely with Database Engineers on data migration and data related projects. 

Collaborate with teams towards resolving Production issues at times.



Analyze, design develop, troubleshoot and debug software programs for commercial or end

user applications. Writes code, completes programming and performs testing and

debugging of applications.

As a member of the software engineering division, you will perform high-level design based

on provided external specifications. Specify, design and implement minor changes to

existing software architecture. Build highly complex enhancements and resolve complex

bugs. Build and execute unit tests and unit plans. Review integration and regression test

plans created by QA. Communicate with QA and porting engineering as necessary to discuss

minor changes to product functionality and to ensure quality and consistency across specific

products.

Duties and tasks are varied and complex needing independent judgment. Fully

competent in own area of expertise. May have project lead role and or supervise lower level

personnel. BS or MS degree or equivalent experience relevant to functional area. 4 years

of software engineering or related experience.
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